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The Great Resignation, triggered by employees re-evaluating their priorities because of the 
COVID-19 pandemic, is still with us in 2022, and it’s showing no signs of slowing down. 

However, the Great Resignation is not quite the right term for what’s happening. Workers aren’t 
necessarily quitting to do nothing. For the most part, they’re seeking out new employers that 
provide the compensation, flexibility, and culture they desire. It’s more like a “Great Reshuffling.” 
So I always think the period should be inside the quotation mark but I know you disagree.

In the midst of this reshuffling, it’s critical to ensure that your company becomes a destination. 

The Revolving Door Dilemma

For customer support leaders, turnover is nothing new. In fact, according to the United States 
Bureau of Labor Statistics, the average call center turnover rate has historically been as high as 
45% - at least twice the average turnover in other departments. However, according to Cresta, 
attrition has jumped to as high as ~80% since the pandemic! 

Moreover,  the United States Bureau of Labor 
Statistics reports that workers ages 20-34 stay 
with a support team only about a year on 
average, compared to up to 2.7 years in other 
industries. That kind of turnover is disruptive, 
no matter what business you’re in or how the 
rest of your departments are doing.

Source: Insperity
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When employees resign, it leaves skill set gaps in the remaining workforce, increasing the 
workload strain on remaining employees. According to Skillsoft, 55% of decision makers say 
the skill set gap’s greatest impact is increased stress on employees. Over-extending 
employees can create new pain points in customer journeys, due to service inefficiencies 
and a slowdown in customer care innovation while management seeks and trains 
replacements. This is not always a quick process, as research by Oxford Economics has 
shown that it takes new employees 28 weeks to reach peak productivity. The delay in 
productivity due to unfamiliarity in a new role can ultimately cost organizations more than 
$34,000 per new employee.

Thus, it’s no surprise to learn that when asked to identify the top “operation pain points” 
affecting support teams in 2022, one in three leaders (33%) listed “high agent turnover” as 
one of their top challenges (CCW Digital).

The High Cost of Agent Turnover

Simply put, turnover is expensive. Every time your support team loses an agent, operational 
costs skyrocket. Your remaining agents get overloaded, can’t keep pace with volume, and 
your CSAT drops. Then, team morale takes a hit too.
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The High Cost of Agent Turnover

HBR researcher Keith Ferrazzi estimates the 
total organizational costs of employee turnover 
range between 100% and 300% of the exiting 
employee’s salary. Given that the price tag for 
simply filling an agent’s seat is $10,000 to 
$20,000 per agent, Ferrazzi’s estimate is spot on 
when you account for all the other associated 
costs of attrition. Just think about it, that $10k to 
$20k doesn’t account for the lost productivity 
costs leading up to an agent leaving or the lost 
productivity costs during your new agent’s ramp 
up time. It also doesn’t account for time costs 
associated with stepping away from daily work 
to train new hires. Not to mention, the morale 
costs that come when the support team finds 
out co-workers are leaving.

Source: Insperity

http://keithferrazzi.com/
https://hbr.org/2015/03/technology-can-save-onboarding-from-itself
https://swpp.org/winter-2017-ontarget/true-cost-of-attrition
https://swpp.org/winter-2017-ontarget/true-cost-of-attrition
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Using HBR’s estimate coupled with standardized salary information, you can calculate a 
rough estimate for your cost of agent turnover. 

For example, if your support team consists of 100 agents and you have an industry-standard 
45% attrition rate, you spend anywhere from $1.6M to $4.8M each year on turnover. Yikes!

However, it turns out that reducing attrition by only 5% can save your business anywhere 
from $176k to $600k. Even better, when you put an intense focus on turnover and keeping 
agents engaged, a 20% reduction in turnover can lower operational costs by $704,000 to 
$2.1M!

With such high costs, it’s easy to see why reducing turnover is a top priority for support 
leaders.

Combating Agent Turnover 

Agent retention should start on day one of the job with an effective training program 
supported by technology and tools necessary for the employee to succeed. 

According to Bamboo HR, lack of training and development is often cited as a key reason for 
customer support agents leaving. In fact, 33% of employees left their jobs within 6 months 
after starting. Of that group, 23% said clarifying job responsibilities could have kept them in 
their seats. However, research by Brandon Hall Group found that organizations with a strong 
onboarding process improve new hire retention by 82% and productivity by over 70%. With 
today’s employees demanding flexibility and autonomy with their work, the right 
technological structure will make or break an employee’s experience from the start.

Moreover, according to a 2021 study by Calabrio, the primary reason for customer support 
agent turnover was attributed to high stress levels, with 96% feeling acute stress at least 
once a week caused by an exceptionally high volume of complex customer requests. A 
condition often exacerbated by a lack of adequate technological tools. 

Laurie McCabe, co-founder and partner at SMB Group, says “Providing staff with the right 
technology and equipment will go a long way toward attracting and keeping strong 
talent.” Customer service tools such as Y Meadows AI provide a way for companies to gain 
the latest technology and tools without the hefty upfront investment or the need for 
in-house talent to manage these applications. 
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Combating Agent Turnover

https://sharpencx.com/blog/stop-losing-through-employer-engagement/
https://sharpencx.com/blog/stop-losing-through-employer-engagement/
https://b2b-assets.glassdoor.com/the-true-cost-of-a-bad-hire.pdf
https://info.calabrio.com/agent-wellbeing-survey/?utm_medium=Public_Relations&utm_source=Padilla&SF_Campaign_ID=7016f000001fNhBAAU&utm_campaign=7016f000001fNhBAAU
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By using technology to automate mundane, repetitive tasks, customer support agents are 
able to focus on higher priority tasks which leads to improved employee engagement. In 
fact, a healthy 72% of customer service leaders feel that their recent technology purchases 
and changes have been at least somewhat helpful in reducing employee effort and 
frustration while an impressive 33% trumpet their new technology initiatives as “very helpful”.

Lastly, it’s important to note that agent turnover can be properly addressed with an 
employee-centric approach, tackling agent concerns by providing the technology to help 
agents deal with stress and succeed in their jobs, offering work flexibility and investing in 
employee development. Simply, keep in mind that it’s more expensive to recruit, hire, and 
train new people than to invest in your existing team.

Solution: Y Meadows

Y Meadows AI plug-in for ticketing systems is the #1 solution for email support. With the use 
of natural language processing and robotic process automation, Y Meadows AI solution is 
able to intelligently read and understand incoming messages and then perform automated 
actions to get them resolved.  By integrating AI within your existing ticketing system, agents 
are able to focus on more valuable work while eliminating repetitive, mundane tasks that 
usually leave agents feeling drained. Sound helpful?

To find out more about Y Meadows solution, book a time today or contact one of our sales 
representative at info@ymeadows.com
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Solution: Y Meadows

https://techsee.me/blog/call-center-technologies/
https://techsee.me/blog/call-center-technologies/
https://ymeadows.com/en/request/schedule

